CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

This chapter discussions, the writer presented the discuss about research finding.

A. Discussion

This section presents the discussion based on the findings of the study. The discussion is concerned with the reading questions that presented in textbook *Bahasa Inggris* by BachtiarBima M & Cicik Kurniawati.

First of all the result of the data analysis showed that reading questions gave significance effect on the student’ reading and teacher at the MAN Model of Palangka Raya. The writer finding of reading skill was support by Peter Westwood.

The finding of this is research answered the problem of the study that is: “What level of reading question in found reading text in the textbook” by title *Bahasa Inggris* by the author BachtiarBima M & Cicik Kurniawati.

The result of this research level of reading got from the count of reading question in the English textbook by the title *English textbook Bahasa Inggris* are:

From the count result of the tests, there are 3 level in the high score base on the reading skills The result finding from of 314 questions there are literal Level is 69 %, Interpretation Level is 23%, and Critical Level is 8%. It means that the questions that are more dominant is literal in which the ability to read and write, illiteracy is usually caused by not having had the opportunity to
learn these concepts. In other words, this level involves comprehension of the surface meanings within the context that readers are reading.